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Abstract:
Changes in the flow properties of blood caused by certain physical and chemical alterations were
studied.

Blood viscosity is increased as the body temperature is lowered as required for certain surgical
procedures. Sufficient dilution of the blood at the lower temperature will result in a viscosity less than
or equal to the viscosity of whole blood at 37°C. A plot of temperature vs, hematocrit at which the
RBC suspensions at the lowered temperatures have the same viscosities as those of whole blood at
37°C was drawn from data obtained by measuring the viscosities of several samples of blood with
different hematocrits at several temperatures.

Several chemical treatments of blood can increase the RBC production of 2,3-diphosphoglycerate
(DPG), thereby decreasing the O2g affinity. Changes in flow properties of blood with altered O2
affinity were observed by viscosity measurements, microscopic observations, sedimentation rate
determinations, filtration experiments, and osmotic fragility tests. .

Incubation of red cells in a pyruvate-phosphate-inosine-glucose (PIG) solution greatly enhanced the
production of DPG with, little change in the flow properties of the RBC suspensions. Blood samples
treated with ortho-iodo sodium benzoate (OISB) were found to increase the DPG concentration,
although not as much as the PIG treatment did. Changes in the flow properties were small. Both of
these methods of altering the O2 affinity of hemoglobin look promising. Although treatment of blood
with, sodium salicylate caused some increase in the DPG concentration, it was found to change the
shape of the RBC's and some of the flow properties. 
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ABSTRACT

Changes in the flow properties of blood caused by certain 
physical and chemical alterations were studied.

Blood viscosity is increased as the body temperature is 
lowered as required for certain surgical procedures. Sufficient 
dilution of the blood at the lower temperature will result in a 
viscosity less than or equal to the viscosity of whole blood at 
37°C. A plot of temperature vs, hematocrit at which the RBC 
suspensions at the lowered temperatures have the same viscosities 
as those of whole blood at 37°C was drawn from data obtained by 
measuring the viscosities of several samples of blood with 
different hematocrits at several temperatures.

Several chemical treatments of blood can increase the RBC 
production of 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG), thereby decreasing the 
C>2 affinity. Changes in flow properties of blood with altered 
affinity were observed by viscosity measurements, microscopic 
observations, sedimentation rate determinations, filtration 
experiments, and osmotic fragility tests. .

Incubation of red cells in a pyruvate-phosphate-inosine-glucose 
(PIG) solution greatly enhanced the production of DPG with, little 
change in the flow properties of the RBC suspensions. Blood samples 
treated with ortho-iodo sodium benzoate (OISB) were found to increase 
the DPG concentration, although not as much as the PIG treatment did. 
Changes in the flow properties were small. Both of these methods of 
altering the Og affinity of hemoglobin look promising. Although 
treatment of blood with, sodium salicylate caused some increase in 
the DPG concentration, it was found to change the shape of the RBC1S 
and some of the flow properties.



BACKGROUND

Human blood is a suspension of cells in a liquid plasma. It 

is pumped by the heart through the circulatory system to carry oxygen 

and nutrients to the body tissues and to remove the end products of 

catabolism and other waste materials. Blood also plays an important 

part in the body's defense mechanism against infection, antibody 

production, tissue rejection, and hemostatic regulation.

Composition of Human Blood

Human blood consists of a suspension of cells in a liquid - the 

plasma. The cells are of three types, erythrocytes Cted blood cells), 

leukocytes (white blood cells), and thrombocytes (platelets). The 

volume percent of red cells in blood, called the hematocrit, varies 

from individual to individual. The normal range of hematocrit in 

adult females is 37 to 47 volume percent. For adult males, the 

normal range is slightly higher, 40 to 54 percent. The volume of 

white cells and platelets combined is usually less than one percent.

The remaining part of the blood is plasma.

It has been estimated that a normal human has about 70 mis of 

blood for each kilogram of body weight, although this may vary 

considerably from person to person. Human blood normally contains 

4.0 X IO^ to 6.5 X IO^ red blood cells, 5,000 to 10,000 white cells, 

and 200,000 to 450,000 platelets in each ml of blood.

Red Blood Cell Morphology

Red blood cells (RBC's) are non-nucleated, biconcave, disk-shaped 

structures approximately 8.0 microns in diameter and nearly 2.1 microns
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in thickness as shown in Figure I.

Figure I. Dimensions of Red Blood Cells

A red blood cell is a body of liquid enclosed in a membrane.

The liquid portion is about 65% water, 34% hemoglobin and other 

proteins, and less than 1% phospholipid and cholesterol. Hemoglobin 

is the compound responsible for oxygen and carbon dioxide transport.

It has a molecular weight of 66,700 and is composed of four peptide 

chains and four heme groups. Heme is a porphyrin ring structure 

containing a chelated iron atom.

The erythrocyte membrane consists of a b!molecular lipid layer 

sandwiched between two layers which are largely protein. The membrane
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is semipemeable and allows water to pass through it easily and 

quickly resulting in rapid adjustment to changes in osmotic pressure. 

Normal membranes possess a slightly negative net electrical charge,

The membranes of normal RBC's are flexible and will bend enough to 

allow the cell to pass through capillaries as small as 2.8u- 

Hardened KBC's require a minimum capillary diameter of about 9y.

The earliest recognizable form of KBC is a nucleated form found 

in the bone marrow (Pronormoblast). As the cell matures, hemoglobin 

is formed and the nucleus is extruded from the cell. Usually only 

mature RBCrs are found in the peripheral blood, but in disease states 

such as anemia, leukemia, and bone marrow disorders, many immature 

forms can be found circulating throughout the body. Bone marrow is 

the site of production of most erythrocytes in the adult human, but 

when needed, other organs including the spleen, liver, and lymphatic 

tissues may be involved. The average life of an erythrocyte is 

approximately 120 days in healthy individuals. The bone marrow 

continuously produces new cells to keep a fairly constant number of 

cells in circulation.

White Cells and Platelets

There are five kinds of white cells normally found in the peripheral 

blood. These are monocytes, lymphocytes, and three kinds of cells in 

the granulocytic series. The granulocytic cells, including segmented 

neutrophils, basophils, and eosinophils, are motile, phagocytic cells
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that constitute the body’s main defense against bacterial infection. 

Lymphocytes participate in antibody production, tissue rejection, and 

resistance to infection. The other type of white cell, the monocyte, 

is active in immune reactions, destruction of damaged tissue, and 

defense against infection.

Thrombocytes, more commonly called blood platelets, are an 

essential part of the hemostatic mechanism of the body; they are 

important in thrombosis and blood coagulation. Platelets are usually 

2 to 4 microns in diameter, the smallest cells found in normal blood 

smears. Coagulation can be prevented by the addition of an anti

coagulant such as ACD (acid-citrate-dextrose). The citrate ion has 

the ability to form a complex with Ca++ and block the coagulation 

mechanism.

White cells and platelets make up less than 1% of the blood 

volume. Usually the EEC’s dominate the rheological processes because 

of their volume concentration to an extent that the leukocytes and 

platelets are without observable effect. Therefore, they have been 

omitted from further discussion.

Plasma

When the cells and other particles are removed from blood by 

centrifugation, a clear, straw-colored liquid remains— the plasma.

The plasma contains approximately 91% water, 7% protein, and 2% other 

compounds including glucose, salts, and urea. The proteins are mostly
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albumin, fibrinogen, and globulins. Plasma has a specific gravity 

of 1.03. (The specific gravity of EEC's is 1.10).

Blood Rheology

Rheology is a specialized branch of fluid mechanics and is 

concerned chiefly with the non-Newtonian behavior of materials. In 

a non-Newtonian liquid, the viscosity is dependent on shear stress 

or shear rate. In blood plasma or serum without suspended particles, 

the viscosity is independent of the rate of shear, and therefore 

exhibits Newtonian characteristics. Plasma viscosity is normally 

between 1.2 and 1.3 centipoise at 37°C.

Determination of blood viscosity over a wide range of shear rates 

shows an increase in viscosity at lower shear rates and a decrease in 

viscosity at the higher rates of shear. Previous studies in blood 

rheology have shown that the shear thinning behavior at high shear 

rates is caused by deformation of the EEC's (2). Cellular deform- 

ability is essential for continual passage of EEC's through the 

capillaries of the microcirculation. The amount of deformation 

achieved depends on both the intrinsic cell characteristics and the 

external conditions. Temperature, shear rate, cell concentration, 

and the viscosity of the suspending media are the external conditions 

which most affect the viscosity. Figure 2 shows the effect of EEC 

deformation on viscosity. At higher shear rates, a decrease in 

viscosity is observed for normal EEC's but not for the cells that have 

been artificially hardened with glutaraldehyde.
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Figure 2. Changes in Viscosity Due to RBC Deformation
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The effect of cell concentration is shown in Figure 3. This 

graph shows that viscosity increases with increasing hematocrit 

for all shear rates.

An increase in the viscosity of the suspending media (plasma) 

results in a greater stress on the EEC's causing more deformation. 

Greater EEC deformation results in a lower viscosity of the suspension. 

This is most noticeable at high rates of shear.

Deformation of EEC's requires bending of the cell membrane and 

flowing of the fluid inside the membrane. Thus, cell deformation 

is dependent on the elastic properties of the membrane and the 

internal fluid viscosity. The elastic properties of the membrane 

are related to the geometry and metabolic state of the EEC's. Past 

rheological studies have shown that membrane flexibility increases 

as the surface area to volume ratio increases and decreases as the 

ATP concentration in the cell is diminished (2, 12).

An increase in viscosity, specifically at low shear rates, is 

caused by EEC aggregation. Large macromolecules in the plasma 

attach to the EEC surfaces to form a bridge between cells, thus 

causing aggregation. The degree of aggregation increases with the 

molecular size of the connecting molecules. Fibrinogen is the plasma 

protein primarily responsible for EEC aggregation and to a lesser 

extent, the globulins play a part. Albumin in normal concentrations 

does not induce red cell aggregation. The effect of the electrical
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charge on the cell surface and the affinity of the cell membrane 

for the macromolecule in the aggregation of blood has not been 

determined. Figure 4 shows the increase in viscosity at low rates 

of shear caused by cell aggregation. The dotted line represents 

a suspension of cells in a saline solution where there are no large 

molecules to bridge the cells together.

N O R M A L  R a C  

(C=45%)in P lasma

in Il % Alb.— Ringer

Data of Chien et. al. (1971)-

S H E A R  RATE (sec"1)

Figure 4. Viscosity Changes Due to Aggregation
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When blood is left standing, it tends to separate and the KBC's 

fall to the bottom of the container. Sedimentation is enhanced 

by aggregation which is usually in the form of rouleaux formation. 

That is, the red cells tend to align themselves face to face. They 

look much like a stack of coins as shown in the photograph of 

anticoagulant-treated blood from a healthy donor. (Figure 5).

Aggregation by rouleaux formation is completely reversible. The 

rouleaux will break up and the RBC's again become monodispersed when 

the shearing stress is great enough. Aggregation has very little

effect on viscosity measurements above shear rates of about 50 sec 

This will vary depending on the plasma protein concentration;

-I



Figure 5. Normal RBC's in Rouleaux



PART A —  HEMODILUTION 
Introduction

Various surgical operations require a blood-free environment.

To meet this requirement, the body temperature is lowered, sometimes 

to temperatures as low as 150C and the circulation in the field of 

operation is stopped. The flow properties are greatly dependent on 

both temperature and hematocrit. Blood viscosity increases with 

decreasing temperature and increasing hematocrit.

On restarting the blood circulation, poor perfusion of some 

tissues can occur. This impaired circulation can be caused, at least 

in part, by the flow properties of the blood. At lowered temperatures, 

the blood viscosity is greatly increased and so the flow is hindered. 

One way to overcome this problem is to dilute the blood sufficiently 

so that its flow properties at low temperatures are equal to or less 

than the blood's normal rheological properties at normal body 

temperature. An investigation was made to determine the amount of 

dilution required at these lowered temperatures to restore the flow 

properties to those of whole blood at body temperature.

v



RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
• The objective of this study was to determine the hematocrits 

at which RBC suspensions at temperatures lower than body temperatures 

will exhibit apparent viscosities equal to or less than those of

undiluted blood at 37°C.



APPARATUS

Viscosity at rates of shear from 150 to 1500 sec ^ were determined 

using a Wells-Brookfield cone-and-plate viscometer. This viscometer 

consisted of a stationary cup and a rotating cone as shown in Figure 6. 

The liquid sample was contained between the cone and the plate. The 

rate of rotation of the cone was dependent on the gear setting of the 

viscometer and could be varied to obtain different rates. The rate of 

rotation and the resulting torque were recorded and the viscosity 

calculated as follows:

The force, df, dragging a ring of fluid of radius r and width dr 

is the shear stress times the area. - For a cone-and-plate viscometer 

the area of the ring can be closely approximated as 2'rrr dr. The 

torque, d3T , is equal to r df. Therefore:

2
d3> = r df = 2tt r T dr

From the momentum equations, it can be shown that for a very small cone 

angle Tr is nearly constant and independent of r. Integrating from 0 to 

R gives

dr

33
2ir R

The shear, y , for a differential angular rotation of d0 at radius r is

dTr
rd6 _ rd6

thickness rip
d9 '

where ip is the cone angle. Therefore, the rate of she'ar is independent
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of the radius and is y = ---^—  where is the rate of rotation. By-

definition, the apparent viscosity, n, is
T

'n = - r ~  •

The cup was jacketed and through, it water from a Neslab constant 

temperature bath was circulated to keep the blood samples at the desired 

temperature during viscosity measurement.

A thermistor was,located where water from the constant temperature 

bath enters the jacketed cup. The temperature of the bath was adjusted 

to keep the water entering the cup at the desired temperature.

The cone-and-plate viscometer was calibrated by using standard 

oils with known viscosities. With measured torque and known rate of 

rotation and viscosity for two standard oils, the viscometer constant,

K, can be found from the viscosity equations as follows:

__54____ 1— =  K _£_
27tk3 fi

from the rate of rotation and

Y

/ 2ttR~

D/rl>

Unknown viscosities can then be computed

the measured torque.



H2O from 
constant 
temperature 
bath

iHON
I

Figure 6. Cone-and-Plate Viscometer



PROCEDURE

Blood that had been collected by standard blood banking 

procedures using ACD as an anticoagulant was diluted with lactated 

Ringer's injection solution containing serum albumin (human). Sodium 

bicarbonate (NaHCOg) was added to the Ringer's solution to adjust the 

pH of the saline-blood mixture to 7.3 or 7.4. RBC dilutions with 

hematocrits ranging from 14.1 to 34.7% were prepared and the viscosity 

of each sample determined at temperatures of 16, 20, 25, 30, and 35°C. 

The Wells-Brookfield cone-and-plate viscometer was used in this 

investigation to determine the viscosity curves at shear rates from 

150 to 1500 sec . The viscosity curve of undiluted blood (blood 

taken directly from the blood bag which also contains anticoagulant) 

was used for comparison.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each RBC suspension, a graph of log apparent viscosity vs. 

log shear rate was prepared showing the viscosity curves for that 

sample at each temperature. The viscosity curve of the whole blood 

at 37°C was also plotted on the same graph. An interpolation technique 

was used to determine the temperature at which the diluted blood had 

an apparent viscosity less than or equal to that of whole blood at 

37°C. This is illustrated in Figure 7 which shows the viscosity 

curves of a red cell suspension with a hematocrit of 24.5% at 

temperatures of 16.8, 20, 25, and 30°C. By interpolation, it was 

found that a sample of blood with a 24.5% hematocrit at IS0C has a 

viscosity the same as that of the undiluted blood at body temperature 

at high rates of shear. Less aggregation occurs in suspensions with. 

fewer■RBC’s than in suspensions with a greater number of red cells. 

Therefore, at lower shear rates, the 24.5% RBC suspension at IS0C 

had a lower apparent viscosity than whole blood at 37°C. Similar 

graphs were used for determining the temperatures required for the 

other RBC suspensions.

Blood from two different donors was. used in this investigation. 

Table I shows the hematocrits of the blood^saline mixtures and the 

interpolated temperatures found by the above method.
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Table I . Temperature and Hematocrit for Viscosity Same as in 
Whole Blood at 37°C

Donor Hematocrit Temperature (0C)

X

X

X

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

14.1 6

25.1 19

34.7 31

15.3 5

19.6 12

24.5 18

29.1 > 25

34.1 30

These results are shown graphically in Figure 8. This plot of 

Hematocrit vs. Temperature can be used in calculating the dilution 

required when lowering the body temperature to the temperature desired 

for surgical procedures.

The average pH of all samples was between 7.3 and 7.4 which was 

within the desired range. The osmotic pressures were between 282 and 

296 milliosmoles and the viscosities of all suspending media were 

nearly the same.

It has been suggested that 2.0 to 3,0 grams of albumin per 100 mis

of saline-blood sample would be adequate to sustain the RBC's in the

body"*". Calculations for determining the amount of albumin to be added

"*" Dr. M. B. Laver, Dept, of Anaesthesia, Massachuestts General
Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts
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HEMATOCRIT (%)
Figure 8. Temperature v s . Hematocrit for Viscosity Same as Whole 

Blood at 37°C
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to each blood dilution were based on this suggestion. Protein 

electrophoresis^ showed that the albumin content of the samples 

ranged from 2.49 to 2.98 grams albumin per 100 mis of blood solution. 

Therefore, all samples were within the acceptable range of albumin 

concentrations.

The viscosity of whole, undiluted blood at body temperature, 37°C, 

varies markedly from individual to individual depending on several 

factors including hematocrit, protein content of the plasma, membrane 

characteristics, and KBC flexibility. Therefore, the plot of temperature 

vs. hematocrit (Figure 8)- should be used only as a guide for calculating. 

the dilution required when lowering the body temperature. To be of 

most benefit to the patient, it is better to have the hematocrit 

slightly lower, rather than higher, than indicated by Figure 8, thus 

increasing the ease of blood flow through the capillaries of the 

microcirculation.

IDetermined at Physicians' Laboratory Service, Bozeman, Montana.



CONCLUSIONS

Figure 8, the plot of Temperature vs. Hematocrit, may be 

useful as a guide for calculating the amount of dilution required 

for low temperature surgical procedures. Because of the variations 

in blood from different individuals, Figure 8 should not be used as 

an exact value for the desired hematocrit at a given temperature, 

but only as an approximation.



PART B -  FLOW PROPERTY CHANGES WITH ALTERED 0_ AFFINITY
Introduction

PPG and Oxygen Affinity

One of the main functions of blood is to carry oxygen to all 

tissues of the body. Oxygen is picked up by the hemoglobin in the lungs 

and released in the tissues where the oxygen tension is lower. It has 

been shown that hemoglobin in stored blood has an increased affinity for 

oxygen. This increase is caused by depletion of 2,3-diphosphoglycerate 

(DPG), an organic phosphate. DPG usually has a concentration inside 

the red cells about equal to.that of hemoglobin (5mMoles/l). After 

one week of storage, the DPG level drops to about, 1/3 of its normal 

concentration. The decreased oxygen affinity of hemoglobin produced 

by increasing the DPG concentration results in a shift to the right 

of the oxygen dissociation curve. That is, the oxygen tension required 

to reach a given oxygen saturation is greater than normal as shown in 

Figure 9.

Figure 9 is a plot of the percent saturation of blood with oxygen 

vs. partial pressure. The left curve represents normal blood and 

the curve that has been shifted to the right represents blood that has 

been treated with .8% ortho-iodo sodium benzoate (OISB) and therefore 

has a higher concentration of DPG. The partial pressure of in the 

lungs where hemoglobin picks up its oxygen supply is about 125 to 140 mm 

Hg at this altitude. Figure 9 shows that both blood samples are 

essentially saturated with O^ at that pressure. The O^ tension changes
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Figure 9. Oxygen Dissociation Curve
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as the blood is pumped to the various body tissues. The partial 

pressure of in most of the organs of the body is around 20 or 30 mm 

Hg. For example, the partial pressure of O^ in the left ventricle of 

the heart muscle is 31 mm Hg. From Figure 9, it can be seen that normal 

blood is about 60% saturated and the blood treated with .8% OISB is 

only about 40% saturated at a partial pressure of 31 mm Hg. Therefore, 

the treated blood will release 60% of its oxygen to the heart muscle 

whereas the untreated blood will release only 40% of its oxygen supply. 

So a shift to the right of the O^ affinity curve makes the blood more 

efficient in delivering oxygen.

The value of a shift in the dissociation curve varies from patient 

to patient, and also from tissue to tissue in the same individual. 

Increased levels of DPG resulting in the decreased oxygen affinity of 

hemoglobin have been found in patients with cardiac and pulmonary 

diseases, anemia, and thyrotoxicosis, and also in normal persons when 

ascending to a higher altitude.

There are two mechanisms by which DPG causes a shift in the oxygen 

dissociation curve. The first involves the direct binding of DPG to the 

hemoglobin molecule. DPG attaches to hemoglobin in the deoxygenat'ed 

state and tends to hold the hemoglobin molecule in that conformation 

causing an increase in the pressure required to saturate the blood. 

The second mechanism indirectly causes a shift to the right of the 

dissociation curve. Synthesis of DPG inside the RBC1s causes an
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increase in intercellular pH but not in the plasma pH because it is 

unable to cross the cell membrane. This decrease in the intercellular 

pH is also associated with a decreased Og affinity.

The physiological importance of altered affinity of hemoglobin 

for oxygen remains to be proven through clinical experimentation but 

its potential looks very promising. For example, following transfusions, 

the transfused blood is unable to release oxygen to the body tissues for 

several hours. It is speculated that treatment of the blood before 

transfusion with compounds that cause decreased Og affinity may be 

beneficial to the patient if oxygen can be supplied to the tissues of 

the body sooner and more easily. Perhaps chemical treatment of blood 

that has been stored for a length of time can reverse the decrease in 

DPG concentration, ATP depletion, disc-sphere transformation, increased 

cellular rigidity, and other properties of stored blood, thus increasing 

its storage life.

Another potential use for blood with altered oxygen affinity would 

be use in patients with impaired circulation in various body tissues 

such as the heart muscle. Increased oxygen delivery per KBC will 

improve the patients' situation provided the chemical treatment of 

the blood does not reduce the rate at which red cells perfuse the 

tissues. Hence, it is important to see if the chemical treatment makes 

the cells less flexible and thereby unable to enter the capillaries 

and partially occluded muscle vessels.
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Compounds Used to Alter Affinity

The first compounds used to alter the affinity of hemoglobin 

were thyroid extracts. In mammals, low levels of thyroxine and 

3,5,3'-tri-iodothyroxine are associated with decreases in the basal 

rate of consumption and the overall rate of metabolic processes.

Clinical studies of blood from persons who have received inter- 

vascular injections of organic iodide compounds used as contrast 

media for angiography showed an increase in the oxygen afffinity of 

hemoglobin. Upon investigation, it was found that other organic 

iodides caused a decrease in the affinity. This led to studies 

on the effect of ortho-, para-, and meta-iodo sodium benzoate on the 

C>2 dissociation curve. A decrease in the affinity was found with 

ortho-iodo sodium benzoate (OISB) but not with the para and meta 

compounds, which indicates that conformational specificity is 

associated with the reactions involved. Sodium salicylate (SS), has 

a structure similar to that of OISB. It was also looked at as a 

potential chemical that would alter the O^ affinity. The thyroid 

hormones, OISB, and SS are shown in Figure 10.
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COOH COOH

Thyroxine 3,5,3'-triiodo thyroxine

COONa

Sodium Salicylate

COONa

Ortho-iodo Sodium 
Benzoate

Figure 10. Structures of Thyroid Hormones, OISB, and SS

Changes in the DPG level (which causes a decrease in O^ affinity 

of hemoglobin) have also been attempted by incubating blood in solutions 

of organic compounds that can cross the cell membrane and stimulate
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DPG production.

All of these chemicals rely on the glycolysis of the KBC itself 

to manufacture the DPG because DPG cannot pass through the cell 

membrane. As mentioned earlier, the DPG binds to the hemoglobin 

molecule and tends to hold it in the deoxygenated conformation, thus 

increasing the tension required for the hemoglobin to pick up the 

molecules and causing a shift to the right of the Og dissociation

curve.



OBJECTIVES

Although blood with altered affinity may increase the 

carrying ability of the blood, it may also change some of the 

properties that affect the flow of blood in the microcirculation.

If these chemical treatments cause the BBC's to become less flexible, 

they may not be able to deform enough to pass through the tiny 

capillaries in the body. This would result in blocking of the 

capillaries by the BBC's and no would be delivered to those 

areas. Thus, the overall effect of the chemical treatments of the 

blood to decrease the affinity may be of no benefit or even 

harmful to the patient.

Therefore, the objective of this study was to determine changes 

in the flow properties of blood that has been altered by various 

chemical treatments that can increase the DPG concentration in the 

red cells and thereby decrease the affinity of the hemoglobin. 

Treatments with ortho-iodo sodium benzoate, sodium salicylate, and 

PIG solutions were investigated in this study. Changes in the flow 

properties were observed by looking at changes in the viscosity of 

RBC suspensions that had undergone these chemical treatments. 

Investigations of properties other than viscosity were made to determine 

why changes were occurring by looking at size, shape, aggregation, and 

membrane strength of the red cells.



APPARATUS

The changes in the flow properties of blood samples were 

determined by measuring the changes in their viscosities. Because 

blood shows non-Newtonian behavior, it was desirable to observe 

viscosity changes over a fairly wide range of shear rates. Two 

viscometers were used in this investigation, a cone-and-plate 

viscometer (as described in Part A) and a concentric cylinder 

viscometer.

GUM Viscometer

The GUM viscometer is a concentric cylinder viscometer that was .

used to make viscosity measurements of RBG suspensions at shear rates 
-I

from 3 to 60 sec . The viscometer was designed by Gilinson,

Uauwalter, and Merrill especially for the measurement of non- 

Newtonian properties. Precision of stress measurement of nearly .

.1% can be obtained by this method of torque measurement.

The liquid sample was contained between two radially symmetric 

coaxial parts as shown in Figure 11. The bob remained stationary and 

was mounted on an essentially frictionless air bearing. The cup 

rotated at speeds that were varied by changing the motor drive. The 

torque applied by the rotational viscometer was measured by a closed- 

loop system which developed an electromagnetic balancing torque auto

matically. The feedback necessary to bring about a torque equilibrium 

was a measure of the viscometer torque.
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Figure 11. Concentric Cylinder Viscometer
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The concentric cylinder viscometer is less sensitive to sedi

mentation than most types of viscometers, but at low rates of shear 

the red cells often retract from the vertical cylindrical walls. This 

results in two-phase flow and must be avoided to obtain accurate 

viscosity measurements. The cup and bob have grooved walls to minimize 

this two-phase flow effect. To increase accuracy at low shear rates, 

the samples were mixed thoroughly and the torque-time curves obtained. 

at each viscometer speed extrapolated to zero time.

The basic parameters measured were torque and rotational speed 

from which the viscosity was calculated.

Consider the stress at radius r of a cylindrical area where 

Rj<r<R^. The force dragging this cylinder, f , is equal to the shear 

stress times the area (A=ZTTfL) . The torque, , is equal to rf, so

f = 2 l T r L T r = 3j r

and

= (T/ 2 TT r2 L

for this cylindrical area. Since the torque is independent of r, as 

can be shown by application of the conservation of angular momentum 

principle, it is equal to the torque measured by the viscometer on 

the bob. The rate of shear at the bob, y, was calculated by the 

Krieger-Elrod method. By definition, the viscosity is 

• n = Tr / Y .
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The rotational speed, fi, the measured torque, and the known dimensions 

of the cup and bob were required for viscosity calculations.

The temperature was controlled by a Neslab refrigerated- 

heated constant temperature bath. The cup was surrounded by a body
• Lof fluid held at the desired temperature by the circulator. A 

thermometer was located in the pool of liquid surrounding the cup.

A series of readings were made of the temperature of the liquid in 

the cup and the liquid surrounding the cup at several temperatures 

and a plot of cup temperature vs. temperature of the heating media 

was made. From the thermometer located in the circulating liquid 

surrounding the cup, the temperature of the sample inside the cup 

could easily be determined by using this graph and the circulator 

adjusted accordingly.

Incubation Apparatus

A special apparatus for RBC incubation was devised. Jacketed

flasks were mounted on an Eberbach shaking device on which the platform
I, . : ■ %

moved back and forth to keep the incubating samples well mixed. The 

flasks were topped with double-holed rubber stoppers. A gas containing 

3.5% CC>2 and 96.5% entered one hole of the stopper to.produce an 

oxygen-free environment during incubation. Before reaching the RBC 

suspensions, the gas was bubbled through distilled H^O. The saturated 

gas minimized drying out of the blood samples during incubation.

Through the outer part of the jacketed flask, water from a Neslab
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constant temperature bath was circulated to kee£> the samples at the 

desired temperature of 37°C. A thermometer wafe placed through a 

third hole in the rubber stopper of one fldsk arid the constdtit 

temperature bath adjusted to keep this temperatute near 3?°C. This 

apparatus is shown in Figure 12.

Filtration Apparatus

RBC suspensions were filtered through Nuqlepore fiiterri with 
2

areas of 25 cm . Filters containing cylindrical pores with diameters 

of 5 and 8 microns were supported by a micto-syringe til ter hdlder as 

shown in Figure 13. 5 ml gas-tight syringes were filled with fefiC

suspensions and the RBC's forced through the filters at cons tartt 

rates controlled by a variable speed syringe pump • The amoiltit of 

Hb in the plasma was measured by a spectrophotompttic techriidtie 

before and after passing through the filter. The flhount tif hemolysis
; I t / .  .. .

determined from the hematocrit, hemoglobin cpticentration of thewas

sample, and the amount of hemoglobin in the plasmd following filtration.
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Figure 12. Incubation Apparatus



Figure 13. Filtration Apparatus
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PROCEDURE

Sample Preparation

Blood from healthy donors was collected by standard blood bank 

procedures. ACD (acid-citrate-dextrose) was used as an anticoagulant.

The blood was centrifuged at 5500 g for approximately 10 minutes to 

separate the blood components, the plasma removed from the top with 

a needle and syringe and saved, and the layer of white cells and 

platelets removed with an aspirator.

A solution containing 5OmM each of sodium pyruvate, inosine, 

glucose, and sodium phosphate (called PIG solution) was prepared,

Sodium bicarbonate was added to buffer the pH. PIG samples were 

prepared by adding a generous amount of PIG solution to RBCTs and 

incubating them for 4 hours in the apparatus shown in Figure 12. The •

temperature was held constant at 37°C and oxygen-free, gas was passed
\

through the incubating chamber to deoxygenate the hemoglobin. The 

shaking device kept the samples well mixed. At the end of the incubation 

period, the suspensions were centrifuged and the PIG solution removed.

The cells were then washed and resuspended in plasma.

Sodium salicylate and ortho-^iodo- sodium benzoate were added to 

distilled HgO in amounts that produced isotonic solutions (2.65.gm SS / 

100 mis H2O and 2.45 gm OISB / 100 mis H2O). RBC's were treated with 

.8% by weight of these compounds.

Sodium salicylate^blood mixtures were well mixed for approximately- 

15 minutes at room temperature before being centrifuged and the liquid
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portion containing the SS removed. The cells were then washed and 

resuspended in plasma.

Some RBC mixtures containing .8% OISB were prepared in a manner 

identical to the preparation of the SS samples. Others were prepared 

by incubating them for 30 to 45 minutes under the same conditions as 

those of PIG-treated blood preparations. The OISB remaining in the 

liquid was removed by centrifugation and the cells washed and 

resuspended in plasma.

Viscosity determination and other measurements' were made as 

soon as possible after sample preparation, usually within a few minutes. 

PPG and ATP Analysis

The DPG and ATP (adenosine triphosphate) concentrations of Blood 

samples were determined by Dr. M. B . Laver at Massachusetts-General 

Hospital. To prepare the samples for analysis, I ml of blood and 

5 mis of HClO^ (6%) were well mixed and centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 

5 minutes at 4°C to precipitate and remove the protein. 2.5 H  KOH 

was used to neutralize 2 mis of the supernatant to a pH between 

6.5 and 7.0. These samples were then frozen, packed in dry ice, and 

transported by air freight to Boston, Mass., where DPG and ATP 

concentrations were analyzed by a fluorometric technique.

Osmotic Fragility Test

The osmotic fragility test is one method of detecting changes . 

in the surface area to volume ratio of red blood cells. Por this-
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test, a series of test tubes with decreasing salt concentrations 

was used. The salt concentrations varied from .26 to .50% NaCl.

I or 2 drops of suspended red cells were placed in the tubes and 

allowed to stand at room temperature for 2 hours. At this time, 

the tube where initial hemolysis took place (pinkish color to liquid) 

and the tube where hemolysis was complete (no RBC’s in bottom of 

tube) were noted.

Normal RBC’s will withstand fairly large changes in osmotic 

pressure with initial hemolysis usually occurring in the solution , 

with .44 + .02 % NaCl and complete hemolysis in the .34' +  ,04 % 

salt solution. Red cells with increased surface area to volume 

ratios, such as sickle cells, will withstand hemolysis in solutions 

with even lower osmotic pressure. On the other hand, cells with 

decreased surface area to volume ratios, like spherocytes, will 

hemolyze with less change in osmotic pressure. Although crenated 

cells do not have a decreased surface area to. volume ratio, they 

usually exhibit increased osmotic fragility.

Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate Test

Sedimentation is important when considering the flow properties 

of blood. The suspension stability of RBC’s when no flow is occurring 

can be measured by a standard erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 

test, which is a measure of the distance settled by the RBC’s over a 

period of time. The rate at which sedimentation occurs is affected by
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hematocrit, plasma protein concentrations, fat content of the Blood, 

temperature, the anticoagulant used, and the orientation of the 

sedimentation tube. When the distance settled is measured at short 

time intervals, a curve of distance vs. time can be plotted. The 

rate of sedimentation is usually slow at the beginning of the test 

during the initiation period when rouleaux are forming. Next, the 

sedimentation rate reaches steady state resulting in a straight line 

region of the sedimentation curve. The aggregate size affects the 

slope of the curve in this region and a qualitative comparison of

aggregate sizes can be made. The greater the slope of the curve, the
"  i

larger the aggregates that are being formed because larger partigles 

settle more rapidly than do smaller particles. . The rate of sedimenta^ 

tion is decreased as the influence of the packed cells becomes 

important.

The sedimentation rate is measured using a Wintrobe sedimentation 

tube, a small, narrow test tube which holds one ml of solution. The 

tube is divided into 100 sections, each I mm in length. The Wintrobe 

tubes were filled to the 100 mark with RBC suspensions and placed 

upright in a rack. The distance that the RBC's, had settled was 

recorded about every 10 minutes. These tests were run at room temp^

erature and the hematocrit noted.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
j

DPG and ATP Concentrations

The DPG and ATP concentrations of the samples prepared by the 

procedures described were determined and are listed in Table II.

TABLE II. DPG AND ATP CONCENTRATIONS

Samples
treated
with:

Treated Sample Control Sample
Moles DPG 
Moles H b .

Moles ATP 
Moles H b .

Moles DPG 
Moles Hb.'

■ Moles■ATP 
. • Moles H b .

(a) PIG 1.88 .23 .64 .17

PIG 1.49 .15 W .15 .

(b) BIG 2.01 .20 .41 .17

(c) OISB .51 . . U .42 COO

(d) SS .52 .09

<r .08

This indicates that the DPG concentration of blood is greatly 

enhanced when incubated in PIG solution and increased to some degree 

when treated with. .8% OISB and .8% SS.

The letters to the left of the type of treatment undergone by the 

RBC suspension in Table TI correlate the DPG and ATP concentrations 

achieved to the changes in viscosity listed in Table III. Blood from 

the same donor was used for both DPG and ATP determinations and

viscosity measurements as indicated.
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Viscosity Changes
i

Viscosities of blood treated with these chemicals were determined 

using the concentric cylinder viscometer and the cone-and-plate 

viscometer. The viscosity of blood varies greatly between individuals 

depending on several factors including hematocrit, RBC flexibility, 

protein concentrations, and plasma viscosity. For this reason, • 

viscosity is reported as the ratio of the apparent viscosity of the . 

treated blood, to the apparent viscosity of the control or untreated 

blood at several rates of shear. The results obtained from viscosity 

determinations are shown in Table III.

All viscosity measurements were made at 37°C and interpolated, for 

40% hematocrit. The plasma, viscosities of all samples were between 

1,2 and 1.3 centipoise at 37°C. Because the pH of RBC suspensions 

changes with the amount of oxygenation, average pH measurements were 

used. Increased pH of RBC suspensions appears to cause a small increase 

in the viscosity so it is desirable to keep the pH's of the treated 

samples and the control samples nearly the same. The pH of OISB and 

SS samples and normal RBC suspensions were in agreement within less 

.than .05 pH units. However, the pH of PIG Suspensions and .control 

samples varied by nearly .2 pH units.

Numbers greater than. 1.0 indicate that the viscosity of the 

treated sample is greater than the viscosity of the normal, untreated



Table III. Viscosity Data at 37°C and 40% Hematocrit

Shear Rate n„ (p i g ) n, (oisB)
(sec~l) na (control) ' Oa (control!

Run #1 Run #2 Run #1 Run #2 Run #3

(a) (b) (c)
.3 1.209 1.216 .800 .919 .846

1.0 1.234 1.118 .867 .927 .913

3.0 1.296 1.133 .906 .947 .957

10.0 1.364 1.174 .931 .973 .994

30.0 1.381 1.247 .967 1.012 1.056

100 1.500 1.250 1.014 1.006 1.081

250 1.548 1.250 1.015 1.008 1.087

750 1.570 • 1.250 1.017 1.028 1.096

1500 1.572 1.245 1.018 1.026 1.100



Table III. Viscosity Data at 37°C and 40% Hematocrit

Shear Rate Tla (SS)
(sec-!)

Run #1

na (control)
Cd) ,
Run #2

.3 .933 1.181

1.0 .938 1.145

3.0 .968 1.132

10.0 1.096 1.123

30.0 1.056 1.094

100 1.057 1.020

250 1.015 1.023

750 1.034 1.018

1500 1.037 1.020

(continued)

Run y/3

1.231

1.236

1.343

1.286

1.265

1.235

1.167

1.113

1.058
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KBC suspension and numbers less than 1.0 indicate the reverse.

From Table III it can be seen that blood incubated in PIG has an 

increased viscosity at all rates of shear. The samples treated with 

OISB have increased viscosities at the higher shear rates where KBC 

deformation is important and decreased viscosities at the lower rates 

of shear where aggregation is important. The viscosity data for 

RBC's treated with sodium salicylate was difficult to duplicate and 

varied from investigation to investigation when using blood from 

different individuals.

Further studies were made to find what was causing the changes 

in viscosity for the samples with altered O^ affinity.

Microscopic Observation and Photographs

The size and shape of RBC's suspended in plasma were observed 

directly through a Zeiss microscope. Normal, untreated red cells 

are shown in Figure 14. The RBC's treated with .8% OISB appeared 

normal in size, shape and rouleaux formation (Figure 15). The RBC's 

that had been incubated in PIG solution appeared somewhat hypochromic 

when viewed through the microscope, however, their rouleaux formation 

looked normal (Figure IG).

Some interesting observations were made of the cells treated with 

sodium salicylate. If observed immediately after preparation, they 

appeared normal, but within minutes they began to change shape. They
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Figure 15. RBC's Treated with .8% OISB
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Figure 16. RBC's Incubated in PIG Solution
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Figure 18. Red Cells Shortly After SS Treatment
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became crenated; that is, they became spherical with tiny spikes 

protruding from the surface. The microphotographs shown in Figures 

17 and 18 are RBC's that have been treated with SS and resuspended 

in plasma. Figure 17 was photographed immediately after sample 

preparation and Figure 18 is a photograph of the same sample taken 

5 to 10 minutes later.

The photographs were taken with a 35mm camera back and adapter 

through a Zeiss microscope with magnification of 1000.

Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rates

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate tests were performed to gain 

information concerning the relative size of aggregates formed. Figures 

19 and 20 show the sedimentation rates of whole blood and treated RBC 

suspensions. BBC's treated with OISB a.nd PIG have sedimentation rates 

slightly slower than normal RBC suspensions. The sedimentation rate 

of the cells treated with SS was considerably slower than that for 

normal cells. The slopes of the steady state regions of the sedi

mentation rate curves are useful in comparing the size of the aggregates 

formed. Figure 19 shows the sedimentation rates of normal RBC 

suspensions and suspensions of RBC's incubated in OISB and PIG. The 

hematocrits were nearly the same for all suspensions; they were in 

agreement within less than 1%. The size and shape of the particles 

and the number of particles present are important to the sedimentation
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properties. Microscopic observations showed that normal KBC*s and 

those incubated in OISB and PIG solutions possessed nearly the same 

size and shape and that aggregation occurred in the form of rouleaux.

This suggests that the size of rouleaux formed were responsible for 

the rates of sedimentation, at least in part, during the steady state
I

phase of settling. The greater the slope of the sedimentation curve, 

the larger the aggregates that are being formed.

Figure 20 shows that the rate of sedimentation of the EEC’s 

treated with SS was considerably slower than that of the normal RBC
I

suspension. Microscopic observation revealed that the cells treated 

with SS readily changed shape and clumped together in irregular 

aggregates. The slower rate of sedimentation of the SS treated red 

cell suspensions may be due, at least in part, to the change in shape 

of the cells and the type of aggregates formed.

Osmotic Fragility of EEC’s :

One method of observing changes in the surface area to volume 

ratio of red cells is to note the change in osmotic pressure that the 

EEC's can withstand. Osmotic fragility tests were run and the salt 

concentrations where initial and complete hemolysis of the red cells 

occurred were recorded. The results of these tests are shown in 

Table IV.

I
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TABLE IV. RESULTS OF OSMOTIC FRAGILITY TESTS

Test //I Test #2
RBC's Treated 

with:
Initial

Hemoloysis
Complete
Hemolysis

Initial
Hemolysis

Complete
Hemolysis

PIG .40 .28 .42 .32

SS .46 .34 - -

OISB 1 .44 .32 .44 .34

Control .42 .32 .44 .34

Deviation from normal of the RBC's treated with OISB was

negligible both when incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C (Test #2) and 

when well mixed at room temperature (Test #1). RBC's treated with 

.8% sodium salicylate hemolyzed with slightly less change in osmotic 

pressure (larger salt concentrations) than did the normal cells. This 

can be explained by the large number of crenated cells which usually 

have increased osmotic fragility.

The cells that had been incubated in PIG solution were capable of 

withstanding slightly greater, although not significantly greater, 

changes in osmotic pressure than were the normal cells. This is typical 

of cells with increased surface area to volume ratios which suggests 

that perhaps part of the intercellular liquid of the RBC's was lost 

during the 4 hour incubation period. Also, the measured hemoglobin 

concentration of cells incubated in PIG solution was greater than 

that of normal cells for suspensions with nearly the same hematocrits.
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Hemoglobin molecules cannot pass through the cell membrane so both 

normal and PIG-treated cells should have approximately the same 

concentrations of hemoglobin. This suggests that the cells incubated 

in PIG solution have smaller volumes than the normal cells to have 

greater hemoglobin concentrations than normal cell suspensions with 

the same hematocrits. This would be the case if intercellular liquid 

were lost during incubation in PIG solution.

Filtration .

Filtration is another way of observing changes in KBC flexibility. 

Normal, flexible cells can deform enough to pass through openings as 

small as 2.8 microns in diameter. Partially or completely hardened 

KBC's cannot do this and will hemolyze,or burst, when forced through 

these openings. Weakening of the cell membrane can also cause hemolysis 

during filtration.

RBC suspensions treated with chemicals to change the affinity 

were filtered through the apparatus shown in Figure 13 and the percent of 

hemolysis caused by filtration determined by a spectophotometric 

technique. The results are shown in Table V. The amount of hemolysis 

caused by filtration is reported as the ratio of the percent hemolysis 

occurring in,the treated KBC suspensions to the percent hemolysis 

occurring in normal red cell suspensions with the same hematocrit and

filtered under similar conditions.
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TABLE V. FILTRATION DATA

Experiment RBC' s 
Treated 
With:

Rate of 
Filtration 
(ml/min)

Pore Size 
(microns)

% Hemolysis 
(treated cells 
% Hemolysis 
(normal cells)

#1 OISB .408 8 1.20

#2 OISB 1.02 5 1.30

#3 OISB 1.02 5 1.22

#1 SS .408 8 1.56

#2 SS 1.02 5 2.11

#2 , PIG 1.02 5 1.58

#3 PIG 1.02 5 1.42

Only slightly more hemolysis resulted from filtration when the 

red cells were treated with ,8% OISB, which suggests that the red 

cells have lost very little of their deformabiiity and the cell 

membranes have not been significantly weakened. The cells incubated 

in PIG solution have lost slightly more of their ability to deform 

enough to pass through the 5 micron pores. RBC1s treated with .8% SS 

showed considerably more hemolysis from filtration than did untreated 

blood, especially when passed through the 5 micron pores. Loss of 

flexibility of the red cells and weakening of the cell membrane, may be 

responsible, at least in part, for hemolysis during filtration.

■i



CONCLUSIONS

Based on the experimental results, a number of conclusions 

regarding the effect of treating blood with solutions of pyruvate- 

phosphate-inosine-glucose, ortho—iodo sodium benzoate, and sodium 

salicylate may be drawn.

1. Incubation of EEC’s in PIG solution greatly increases the 

DPG concentration; it is somewhat increased by treatment with SS 

and OISE.

2. Increased viscosity at all shear rates was observed for 

cells incubated in PIG. OISB treatment caused increased viscosity

at high shear rates and decreased viscosity at low shear rates. Vis

cosity data for cells treated with SS was difficult to duplicate, but 

the viscosity was usually increased at low rates of shear and was 

increased at high shear rates in all experiments.

3. The osmotic fragility, the sedimentation rates, and the 

microscopic appearance of the cells treated with OISB were normal.

4. The cells incubated in PIG appeared somewhat hypochromic 

when observed microscopically and showed a decrease in osmotic 

fragility, suggesting the loss of some intercellular fluid during 

incubation. The sedimentation rate was nearly normal.

5. Microscopic observation showed that cells treated with SS 

changed shape readily. An increased osmotic fragility was observed; 

this is characteristic of crenated cells. The slower rate of
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sedimentation was perhaps caused by this change in shape.

6. Hemolysis during filtration was most noticeable in blood 

treated with SS. Lit\tle hemolysis was observed when cells were 

treated with.OISB and slightly more when incubated in PIG.

The use of PIG solution and OISB for altering the Og affinity 

of hemoglobin looks promising. The shorter contact time required for 

OISB is advantageous. However, incubation in PIG solution appears 

to cause a greater increase in the DPG concentration. The use of 

SS for altering the Og affinity looks doubtful. Later, it was 

reported that the use of cells treated with SS was disasterous in 

animals.̂

I Dr, M. Bh Layer. Dept, of Anaesthesia, Massachusetts General Hospital, 
Boston, Mass.



RECOMMENDATIONS

Because of the observable changes in blood treated with sodium 

salicylate and the disasterous. results obtained when used in animals, 

it is felt that SS merits no further investigation for possible use 

' in.altering oxygen affinity.

Many questions remain unanswered concerning the physiological 

effects of EEC's treated with ortho-iodo sodium benzoate and PIG 

solutions. Although these substances are effective in altering the 

oxygen affinity of hemoglobin with only small changes in the flow 

properties of blood, further studies on the effect of OISB and PIG 

treated RBC's in the circulatory, systems of animals are needed 

before they can be used in humans.

In addition to OISB, there are many other organic iodide 

compounds, particularly iodinated benzoic acid derivatives, that 

remain to be studied. Other compounds may be as effective, or even 

more effective, in decreasing the oxygen affinity. Only experimentation 

can disclose which compounds will be best for use in humans.

Numerous solutions of metabolic substances similar to the PIG 

mixture may be effective in altering oxygen transport, but their 

usefulness is limited in some physiological experiments because 

of the long contact time required. However, they may be successful 

in reversing some of the changes that occur with storage. DPG and 

ATP concentrations are diminished as blood is stored for a long
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period of time by standard blood bank procedures. Perhaps incubation 

of outdated blood in PIG or other metabolic solutions would increase 

the DPG and ATP concentrations, thus increasing the useful lifetime 

of stored blood collected for transfusion purposes. It is felt that 

investigations involving incubation of 3-week old blood in PIG 

solution and examination of the flow properties and DPG concentrations 

are merited.



APPENDICES
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Hematocrit Determination

The hematocrit, or packed-cell volume of red blood cells, was 

determined by a standard microhematocrit method. A capillary tube 

(75 X 1.5 mm) was filled to approximately 3/4 of its length with 

well mixed blood and one end of the tube sealed with molding clay. 

The capillary tubes were then centrifuged at 5500 g for 5 to 10 

,minutes. By measuring the height of the packed RBC’s and the height 

of the entire column of blood, the volume percent of red cells was 

calculated as follows:

„ _ .. Height of Packed RBC’ s . (mm)Hematocrit = & _________________
Height of Blood Column (mm)

For greater accuracy, two capillary tubes were filled with 

blood from the same sample and the mean of the two hematocrits

determined.
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Hemoglobin Measurement

The concentration of hemoglobin in blood is measured by a 

spectrophotometric technique where blood is mixed with a cyanide 

solution in a 1:250 dilution, which converts hemoglobin, carboxy

hemoglobin, and methemoglobin to cyanmethemoglobin. Maximum absorption 

of light by cyanmethemoglobin occurs at a wavelength of 540pm . The 

log of the 7o transmittance is proportional to the concentration o f , 

hemoglobin in the solution. Hence, a graph of log % transmittance 

vs. gram percent hemoglobin can be plotted from data obtained from 

solutions with known hemoglobin concentrations and used to measure 

the amount of hemoglobin in other samples.
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